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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0019833A1] 1. Detachable handle fastening for brooms or scrubbers with a guidance and holding part (2) connected to a handle and
which is provided with projecting fastening legs (3) in each case forming supports with the walls of the locating holes (4) of a bristle member (6)
and arranged in said holes (4), on which are also provided spring clips (7), whose in each case free ends projecting approximately parallel to
the fastening legs (3) engage as clamping members (11) in associated clamping holes (13) of bristle member (6) and which is provided with a
tensioning element for tensioning the clamping members (11) in a clamping position in the clamping holes (13) and for the tension relief of clamping
members (11) in a release position of the guidance and holding part (2) with respect to the bristle member (6), characterized in that the tensioning
element is constructed as a pivoted lever (17) supported against the guidance and holding part (2), said lever being applied to spring clips (7) by
eccentrically acting control members (15) and pivotable between two end positions, whereby in one of the two end positions the clamping members
(11) are tensioned against the walls of the clamping holes (13) and in the in each case other end position are tension-relieved with respect thereto.
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